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Fig. 7. SVD of the normalized and sorted elutriation data. Raster display of êN = ûN ε̂N v̂N
with overexpression (red), no change in expression (black), and underexpression (green) around the steady state of expression,
showing linear transformation of the data from the 5, 981-genes × 14-arrays space to the reduced diagonalized
14-eigenarrays × 14-eigengenes space using the 5, 981-genes × 14-eigenarrays and 14-eigengenes × 14-arrays basis sets.

Fig. 8. Elutriation eigengenes. (a) Raster display of v̂ T , the expression of 14 eigengenes in 14 arrays, with overexpression (red), no change in expression (black), and underexpression (green) around the steady state, which can be
associated with the first eigengene, |γ1 i. (b) Bar chart of the fraction of eigenexpression pl of each eigengene |γl i,
showing more than 90% of the overall relative expression in |γ1 i, about 3%, 1.5%, and 0.5% in |γ2 i, |γ3 i, and |γ4 i,
respectively, and a low entropy d = 0.14  1. (c) Line-joined graphs of the expression levels of |γ2 i (red), |γ3 i (blue),
and |γ4 i (green) in the 14 arrays, and dashed graphs of normalized cosine (blue) and sine (red) of period T .

APPENDIX
Biological Data Analysis: α factor-synchronized cell
cycle and CLB2 and CLN3 overactivations

Pattern Inference and Data Normalization. Consider the 22 eigengenes of the α factor, CLB2, and
CLN3 dataset (Fig. 11a in supplemental material
at pnas.org and at https://alterlab.org/singular_
value_decomposition/). The entropy of this dataset
d = 0.25 (Fig. 11b), is higher than that of the elutriation
dataset, because the α factor, CLB2, and CLN3 dataset
combines three experiments, and therefore is less redundant. The first eigengene |γ1 i, which captures about 80%

of the overall relative expression, descibes time (and experiment) invariant relative expression (Fig. 11c). We infer that |γ1 i represents the steady-state expression, and
filter it out, approximately centering the dataset. The
eigengenes |γ2 i and |γ3 i describe initial transient increase
and decrease, respectively, in relative expression superimposed over time-invariant relative expression during the
cell cycle. We infer that |γ2 i and |γ3 i represent the responses to synchronization by α factor, and filter them
out. The eigengenes |γ10 i and |γl i for 12 ≤ l ≤ L = 22
all show rapidly varying expression during the cell cycle and steady-state expression in the CLB2- and CLN3overactive arrays (Fig. 11a), and we filter them out as
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Fig. 9. Eigengenes of the natural logarithm of the variances in elutriation expression êLV . (a) Raster display of v̂LV
;
|γ1 iLV is inferred to represent the steady scale of expression variance. (b) |γ1 iLV captures more than 80% of the
overall information in this dataset.

eigengenes represent cell cycle expression oscillations and
assume that the corresponding eigenarrays represent the
corresponding cell cycle cellular states.
Let êLV tabulate the natural logarithm of the variances in expression in the α factor, CLB2, and CLN3
experiments, such that each element of êLV satisfies
hn|êLV |mi ≡ log(e2C,nm ), and consider the eigengenes
of êLV (Fig. 12a). The first eigengene |γ1 iLV , which
captures about 90% of the overall information in this
dataset (Fig. 12b), describes a time (and experiment) invariant scale of expression variance, and we filter it out,
êLV → êCLV = êLV − ε1,LV |α1 iLV LV hγ1 |.
Fig. 10.
Normalized elutriation expression in the
subspace associated with the cell cycle. Correlation of
each gene with |γ1 iN vs. that with |γ2 iN for all 5,981
genes, where classification of these genes based on their
angular distance from the x-axis gives 1,582 in M/G1 ,
1,524 in G1 , 1,344 in S, 688 in S/G2 , and 843 in G2 /M.
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The remaining eigengenes |γl i for 4 ≤ l ≤ 9 and |γ11 i
show expression oscillations of two periods during the α
factor-synchronized cell cycle, from t = 7 to 119 min for
a duration of T = 112 min (Fig. 11 d–f), suggesting a
delay of 7 min from the start of the experiment to the
start of the progress of a cell cycle of period T /2 = 66
min in the initially arrested culture. We infer that these

The normalized α factor, CLB2, and CLN3 dataset
êN , where each
p of its elements satisfies hn|êN |mi ≡
sign(eCS,nm ) exp(eCLV,nm ), tabulates for each gene
and array expression patterns that are approximately
centered at the steady-state expression level (i.e., of
approximately zero arithmetic means), with variances
which are approximately normalized by the steady scale
of expression variance (i.e., of approximately unit geometric means).
Note that the entropy of êN is d = 0.62, suggesting
that êN is less redundant (and maybe more informative)
than ê. The eigengenes |γ1 iN , |γ2 iN , and |γ3 iN of êN
(Fig. 13a), which are of similar significance, capture together about 60% of the overall normalized expression
(Fig. 13b). Their time variations fit normalized sine and
cosine functions of two T /2 = 66-min periods superimposed on normalized sine function of one T = 112-min period from t = 7 to 119 min during the cell cycle (Fig. 13c).
While |γ1 iN and |γ3 iN describe underexpression in both
CLB2-overactive arrays |a19 i and |a20 i, and overexpression in both CLN3-overactive arrays |a21 i and |a22 i, |γ2 i
describes the antiparallel expression pattern of overexpression in |a19 i and |a20 i and underexpression in |a21 i
and |a22 i.
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Fig. 11. α factor, CLB2, and CLN3 eigengenes. (a) Raster display of v̂ T , the expression of 22 eigengenes in 22
arrays. (b) Bar chart of the fractions of eigenexpression, showing that |γ1 i captures about 80% of the overall relative
expression. (c) Line-joined graphs of the expression levels of |γ1 i (red), which is inferred to represent the steady
expression state, and |γ2 i (blue) and |γ3 i (green), which are inferred to represent responses to synchronization in the
cell cycle. (d) Expression levels of |γ4 i (red) and |γ7 i (blue). (e) Expression levels of |γ5 i (red), |γ8 i (blue), and |γ11 i
(green). (f) Expression levels of |γ6 i (red) and |γ9 i (blue). All fit dashed graphs of periodic functions with period
T /2 = 66 min superimposed on periodic functions with period T = 112 min from t = 7 to t = 119 min during the cell
cycle.
Degenerate Subspace Rotation. We approximate
the eigenexpression levels ε1,Nq ≈ ε2,N ≈ ε3,N with

ε1,RN = ε2,RN = ε3,RN =
(ε21,N + ε22,N + ε23,N )/3.
First, we rotate the eigengenes and eigenarrays
|γ1 iN → R̂1 |γ1 iN = cos ρ1 |γ1 iN + sin ρ1 |γ2 iN ,
|γ2 iN → R̂1 |γ2 iN = − sin ρ1 |γ1 iN + cos ρ1 |γ2 iN ,
|α1 iN → R̂1 |α1 iN = cos ρ1 |α1 iN + sin ρ1 |α2 iN ,

that N ha20 |R̂1 |γ2 iN = N ha21 |R̂1 |γ2 iN , gives the unique
rotation angle ρ1 ≈ −π/6. Second, we rotate the eigengenes and eigenarrays
R̂1 |γ1 iN → R̂2 R̂1 |γ1 iN = cos ρ2 R̂1 |γ1 iN + sin ρ2 |γ3 iN ,
|γ3 iN → R̂2 |γ3 iN = sin ρ2 R̂1 |γ1 iN − cos ρ2 |γ3 iN ,
R̂1 |α1 iN → R̂2 R̂1 |α1 iN = cos ρ2 R̂1 |α1 iN + sin ρ2 |α3 iN ,
|α3 iN → R̂2 |α3 iN = sin ρ2 R̂1 |α1 iN − cos ρ2 |α3 iN .

|α2 iN → R̂1 |α2 iN = − sin ρ1 |α1 iN + cos ρ1 |α2 iN .
Requiring the rotated second eigengene R̂1 |γ2 iN to describe equal expression in the CLB2-overactive array
|a20 i and the CLN3-overactive array |a21 i, both measured at t = 40 min after the start of overactivation, such

Requiring the rotated third eigengene R̂2 |γ3 iN to describe equal expression in the arrays |a20 i and |a21 i, such
that N ha20 |R̂2 |γ3 iN = N ha21 |R̂2 |γ3 iN , gives the unique
rotation angle ρ2 ≈ π/4.
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Fig. 12. Eigengenes of the natural logarithm of the variances in expression in the α factor, CLB2, and CLN3
T
experiments êLV . (a) Raster display of v̂LV
; |γ1 iLV is inferred to represent the steady scale of expression variance.
(b) |γ1 iLV captures about 90% of the overall information in this dataset.

After these rotations (Fig. 4), the time variations of
|γ1 iRN = R̂2 R̂1 |γ1 iN and |γ2 iRN = R̂1 |γ2 iN fit normalized sine and cosine functions of two T /2 = 66-min
periods during the cell cycle,pfrom t = 7 to 119 min,
and
2/T sin(4πt/T − θ), and
p initial phase θ ≈ π/4,
2/T cos(4πt/T − θ), respectively. Upon sorting of the
genes (and arrays) according to |γ1 iRN and |γ2 iRN (and
|α1 iRN = R̂2 R̂1 |α1 iN and |α2 iRN = R̂1 |α2 iN ), the initial phase θ ≈ π/4 can be interpreted as a delay of 7 min
between the start of the cell cycle progres at t = 7 min
and that of the cell cycle stage G1 at t = 14 min. The
time variation of |γ3 iRN = R̂2 |γ3 iN fits normalized sine
function of one T = 112-min period
p from t = 7 to 119 min
and initial phase −θ/2 ≈ −π/8, 2/T sin(2πt/T + θ/2),
suggesting differences in expression during the first cell
cycle 66-min period and the successive 66-min period,
which may be due to dephasing of the initially synchronized yeast culture.
While |γ2 iRN and |γ3 iRN describe steady-state expression in the CLB2- and CLN3-overactive arrays, |γ1 iRN
describes underexpression in the CLB2-overactive arrays
and overexpression in the CLN3-overactive arrays. We,
therefore, infer that |γ1 iRN represents cell cycle expression oscillations that are CLB2- and CLN3-dependent,
whereas |γ2 iRN represents cell cycle expression oscillations that are CLB2- and CLN3-independent, and |γ3 iRN
represents variations in the cell cycle expression from
the first period to the second, which also appear to be
CLB2- and CLN3-independent. We assume that |α1 iRN ,
|α2 iRN , and |α3 iRN represent the corresponding cellular
states. With this we also infer that the subspace spanned
by |γ1 iRN and |γ2 iRN approximately represents all cell
cycle expression oscillations, and we assume that the subspace spanned by |α1 iRN and |α2 iRN approximately represents all cell cycle cellular states.

Data Sorting. Consider the normalized expression of
the 22 α factor, CLB2, and CLN3 arrays {|am i} in the
subspace spanned by |α1 iRN and |α2 iRN , which is assumed to represent approximately all cell cycle cellular
states (Fig. 5a). All arrays have at least 25% of their
normalized expression in this subspace, except for |a16 i,
which measures t = 105 min in the cell cycle, and |a19 i,
|a20 i, |a21 i, and |a22 i, the CLB2- and CLN3-overactive
arrays, respectively. The sorting of the arrays according to their phases {φm }, which describes the transition
from the expression pattern |α2 iRN to |α1 iRN and back
to |α2 iRN , gives an array order that is similar to that of
the cell cycle time points measured by the arrays, an order that describes the progress of the cell cycle expression
from the M/G1 stage through G1 , S, S/G2 , and G2 /M
and back to M/G1 twice. Even though the arrays measure equally spaced cell cycle time points, the arrays are
not equally spaced, suggesting that the initially synchronized culture dephases in time, or that the cell cycle may
not progress linearly in time.
Since |α1 iRN is correlated with |a13 i and is |a14 i, and
anticorrelated with |a9 i and |a10 i, we associate |α1 iRN
with the cellular state of the transition from the cell cycle
stage G1 to the stage S, and −|α1 iN with the transition
from G2 /M to M/G1 . Similarly, |α2 iRN is correlated
with the arrays |a2 i, |a3 i, |a11 i, and |a12 i, and we associate |α1 iRN with the cellular state of the transition from
M/G1 to G1 . Also, |α2 iRN is anticorrelated with |a6 i,
|a7 i, |a16 i, and |a17 i, and therefore we associate −|α1 iRN
with the cellular state of the transition from S to S/G2 .
We also associate the subspace spanned by |α1 iRN and
|α2 iRN with all cell cycle cellular states. With these associations the phase of |a1 i, φ1 ≈ −π/4, corresponds to
the 7-min delay between the start of the progress of the
cell cycle at t = 7 min and the start of the cell cycle stage
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Fig. 13. Normalized α factor, CLB2, and CLN3 eigengenes. (a) Raster display of v̂N
of eigenexpression, showing that |γ1 iN , |γ2 iN , and |γ3 iN capture more than, about and less than 20% of the overall
normalized expression, respectively, and span an approximately degenerate subspace. (c) Line-joined graphs of the
expression levels of |γ1 iN (red), |γ2 iN (blue), and |γ3 iN (green) fit dashed graphs of periodic functions with period
T /2 = 66 min superimposed on periodic functions with period T = 112 min from t = 7 to t = 119 min during the
cell cycle.

G1 at t = 14 min, which is also present in the inferred
cell cycle expression oscillations |γ1 iRN and |γ2 iRN .
The arrays |a19 i and |a20 i, which measure the CLB2overactive samples, and the arrays |a21 i and |a22 i, which
measure the CLN3-overactive samples, are uncorrelated
with |α2 iRN , and therefore we associate |α2 iRN with a
CLB2- and CLN3-independent cell cycle cellular state.
The arrays |a19 i and |a20 i are anticorrelated with |α1 iRN ,
and we associate −|α1 iRN with CLB2-overactive samples. Also, the arrays |a21 i and |a22 i are correlated with
|α1 iRN , and we associate |α1 iRN with CLN3-overactive
samples. We also associate the subspace spanned by
|α1 iRN and |α2 iRN with all cell cycle cellular states, both
CLB2- and CLN3-dependent and independent. The correlation of |a21 i and |a22 i with |α1 iRN suggests, therefore, that overactivation of CLN3, which encodes a G1 /S
cyclin, approximately simulates the transition from the
cell cycle stage G1 to the stage S. The anticorrelation
of |a19 i and |a20 i with |α1 iRN suggests, therefore, that
overactivation of CLB2, which encodes a G2 /M cyclin,
approximately simulates the half-period advanced (or delayed) cell cycle stage that corresponds to the transition
from the cell cycle stage G2 /M to the stage M/G1 .

Consider also the expression of the 4,579 genes in the
subspace spanned by |γ1 iRN and |γ2 iRN (Fig. 14). Of
the 638 genes that were classified by Spellman et al. (3)
as cell cycle regulated, 544 have more than 25% of their
normalized expression in this subspace (Fig. 5c). We sort
all 4,579 genes according to their phases {φn }, to describe
the transition from the expression pattern |γ2 iRN to that
of |γ1 iRN and back to |γ2 iRN , starting at φ1 ≈ −π/4,
ordering the genes according to the stages in the cell cycle
in which their patterns of expression peak, and describing
the progress of the cell cycle along the genes. For the 638
cell cycle regulated genes this sorting gives a classification
of the genes into the five cell cycle stages, which is in good
agreement with the classification by Spellman et al.
Since |γ1 iRN is correlated with genes that peak late
in the cell cycle stage G1 and early in the stage S, and
anticorrelated with genes that peak late in G2 /M and
early in M/G1 , we associate |γ1 iRN with the cell cycle
expression oscillations that start at the transition from
G1 to S, and −|γ1 iRN with the oscillations that start at
the transition from G2 /M to M/G1 . Similarly, |γ2 iRN is
correlated with genes that peak late in M/G1 and early
in G1 , and is anticorrelated with genes that peak late in
S and early in S/G2 , and therefore we associate |γ2 iRN
with the cell cycle expression oscillations that start at
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the transition from M/G1 to G1 , and −|γ2 iRN with the
oscillations that start at the transition from S to S/G2 .
The expression patterns of CLB2 and CLN3 are uncorrelated with |γ2 iRN . The expression pattern of CLB2 is
anticorrelated with |γ1 iRN , while that of CLN3 is correlated with |γ1 iRN . We, therefore, associate the eigengene
|γ1 iRN with the observed genome-wide effect of CLN3,
and −|γ1 iRN with the observed genome-wide effect of
CLB2.
With all 4,579 genes sorted the gene variations of
|α1 iRN and |α2 iRN fit normalized sine and cosine functions of period Z ≡ N − 1 = 4,
p578 and initial phase π/8,
p
2/Z sin(2πz/Z −π/8), and 2/Z cos(2πz/Z −π/8), respectively, where z ≡ n − 1 (Fig. 6 b and c). The normalized and sorted cell cycle expression approximately fits
a traveling wave, varying sinusoidally across both genes
and arrays, such that the expression of the nth gene in the
mth array
satisfies hn|êN |mi ∝ 2 cos(4πt/T − 2πz/Z −
√
π/8)/ ZT . The normalized and sorted expression in
the CLB2- and CLN3-overactive arrays approximately
fits standing waves, constant across the arrays and varying sinusoidally across genes only, which appear similar
to −|α1 iRN and |α1 iRN , respectively (Fig. 6a).
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Fig. 14. Rotated normalized α factor, CLB2, and CLN3
expression in the subspace associated with the cell cycle. Correlation of each gene with |γ1 iRN vs. that with
|γ2 iRN for all 4,579 genes, where classification of these
genes based on their angular distance from the x-axis
gives 1,020 in M/G1 , 893 in G1 , 1,196 in S, 807 in S/G2 ,
and 663 in G2 /M.

